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Approach

Objectives
•To illuminate urban landscape evolution using
rephotography of existing and new sites

•Consult with researchers to identify themes, sites, and historic photographs that
illustrate the challenges facing metropolitan Phoenix

•To provide a conduit for the concerns of the scientific
community to reach a general audience. This
rephotographic survey can thus complement other GP2100
tools in raising public awareness

•Carry out technically precise, groundground-based rephotography

•Investigate extant archival repeat photograhy studies
•Produce prints ready for exhibition/publication
•Consult with advisors to produce interpretive text to accompany the photographs

Sample
Rephotography

We Need Your Input!
We need your input in order for this
project to succeed! It can serve as a
conduit for conveying the environmental
knowledge created by the CAPCAP-LTER
community to a wide audience, but only
with your participation.
Besides general feedback about the
project, we need the following specific
information from CAPCAP-LTER scientists:
•Identification of key issues facing
Phoenix over the next century
•Recommended phenomena, sites,
and intervals for rephotography
•Locations of photo collections
created and/or used in the conduct of
your research around Phoenix
•Interpretive text to accompany
completed photographs
With a minimal investment of your time,
together we can create a product that can
help Phoenicians make better informed
choices for their future. Please contact us
for more information.
Thanks!

These four images represent potential rephotography sites for this
this survey, in this instance, illustrating the Valley’s changing relationship to
water as revealed in the landscape. The left set are of the Salt
Salt River immediately west of the Mill Avenue bridge. The pair on the right is of
the Arizona Falls at 56th St. and Indian School. These photographs bear witness to the dramatic
dramatic landscape change in the intervening
decades. Equally stunning alteration has taken place since the bottom set were photographed in the 1990s, making these strong prospects
prospects
for powerful rephotographic study. Tempe Town Lake now fills the
the Salt River and additional develpement lines the shores. At the
the Arizona
Canal site, SRP and the City of Phoenix are radically modifying the canal banks and building an integrated hydroelectric plant and
and
interpretive structure intended to provide recreational and educational
educational opportunities in addition to electricity.
By linking contemporary landscapes to our historic interactions with the environment, repeat photography of sites like these
can help researchers, area residents, and policy makers consider the consequences of today’s choices for the future.
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